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CHURCH SERVICE COMMITTEE
Adopted October 2019

Supervisory Process for Students in Training, Student Ministers & Supervised Ministers

Note: This document has the authority of the Book of Order according to 22.1.b “Supervised Ministry……. During this period the person will remain under the supervision of CSC…..The Student Minister/ Supervised Minister will be expected to complete satisfactorily whatever evaluation procedures are in force at the time and whatever additional studies are prescribed by CSC”

Those Involved in the Supervisory Process


PEC – sections 3.1 and 23 of Book of Order outline their responsibility to call and superintend all persons in Provincial service. They receive initial enquiries about ministry and have the ultimate responsibility for decisions about training, supervision and deployment. The PEC keeps records for all Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers to monitor progress. This includes information about application for the ministry, initial qualifications and recommendations for training, reports from the relevant training authorities, placement reports, progress in the prescribed course of Moravian studies and reports from Supervising Ministers.


Bishops – at least one Bishop sits on the Church Service Committee. They have the right to decline to ordain candidates they do not feel are suitable. The PEC liaises with the Bishops about matters of concern to do with Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers. A Bishop will normally attend the training activities that are organised by the Church Service Committee. 


Church Service Committee – Advisory to PEC on the selection, training of Ministers and the supervision of Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers prior to their being placed on the official List of Ministers – sections 5.4 and 23 of the Book of Order.
	CSC in conjunction with PEC will ensure that the necessary personnel involved in the supervisory process are in place for each individual;
	CSC are responsible for putting into operation provision for the extension of the supervisory period where necessary, and monitoring the process;
PEC and CSC will ensure that all Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers get permission from PEC before they continue or take up any office in any area of Church life and accept any extra workload outside the prescribed training.

The CSC will correspond formally with all Students in Training, Student Ministers, Supervised Ministers, and with their Supervisors, via the Chair of CSC (or an appropriately designated person from the CSC), after each formal meeting of the CSC. The correspondence will highlight any areas of affirmation and concern that have come from the discussion of that particular Student in Training’s, Student Minister’s, or Supervised Minister’s report, along with any appropriate comment that they may wish to make to that person.

CSC and PEC may request other senior Brothers and Sisters to help in this work.


3.1 	Training Coordinator
The Training Coordinator will take on responsibility for running the regular study activities for Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers on behalf of the Church Service Committee. Prior to any training activity, the Training Coordinator will tell CSC/PEC what subjects are to be studied and, following the training activity, will send a report to CSC/PEC about the training activity.


3.2 	Moravian Liaison
An experienced Moravian Minister will be appointed by the CSC as a Moravian Liaison for each Student in Training as he/she begins initial training at college or university. The role of Moravian Liaison is:
	To support and assist the student through regular meetings;
	To reflect with the student on professional and ethical issues;
	To liaise with the college/university about reports on training and placements;
	Under normal circumstances, to send a report on the student to the CSC meetings and liaise with CSC on relevant issues, when the student is not on a Moravian placement.



 Church Placement Supervisor
This will be the Supervising Minister where the Student in Training undertakes his/her placement training during college or university studies, and this may or maynot be a Moravian Minister dependent upon the placement. The Placement Supervisor will send reports to the relevant college/university authorities. Where the Placement Supervisor is a Moravian Minister, they will produce two written reports a year, for the CSC meetings in spring and autumn, on the progress of the Student Minister/Supervised Minister, using the recommended report format.


3.4 	Moravian Supervisor for Student Ministers and Supervised 			Ministers
After a student has completed their initial training at college or university, the student becomes a Student Minister and may serve in a congregational setting either as a Student Minister assisting an experienced Minister in a congregation or unit of congregations, or as a Student Minister in pastoral charge of a congregation or congregation unit.  In both cases an experienced Moravian Minister will be appointed by the PEC to act as a Moravian Supervisor. The Moravian Supervisor will meet with the Student Minister at least once per calendar month, to support and monitor the Student Minister. When he/she becomes a Supervised Minister, following ordination as a Deacon, the Moravian Supervisor will meet with the Supervised Minister at least once per quarter, to support and monitor the Supervised Minister, when he/she is called into congregation service until he/she is consecrated a Presbyter. If a Student Minister/Supervised Minister is called to assist an experienced Minister in a congregation or congregation unit, then the role of Moravian Supervisor will be undertaken by the experienced Minister in charge of the congregation(s) concerned. If the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister is called to full pastoral charge of a congregation/ congregations, then an experienced Minister will be appointed to this role.

The role of a Moravian Supervisor is:
3.4.1	To offer advice on procedures within Moravian ministry, particularly those relating to the Book of Order, Church Order, the conduct of worship and the offices of the church;
	To ensure that the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister takes five days of study-leave every six months, to agree the nature of the study to be undertaken and to report to CSC on the value of that study for the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister;
		To ensure that the Student Minister completes all Modules of the Study Course;
		To make at least two visits during the first year, in order to observe the Student Minister conducting public worship and preaching in order to assess his/her general competence; 
		To draw to the attention of PEC (after first raising them with the person concerned) any concerns regarding theological/ideological issues and communication skills;
3.4.6	After three months (and before six months) of the call to congregation service, to meet with the Student Minister and his/her church committee(s) and, in consultation with the CSC/PEC to monitor any ongoing problems or issues raised;
		To be involved with the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister in the self-appraisal process;

3.4.8	During the second year of the call to congregation service, to make another visit to observe the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister conducting public worship and preaching in order to monitor progress;
3.4.9	To produce two written reports a year, for the CSC meetings in spring and autumn, on the progress of the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister, using the recommended report format;
3.4.10	To offer pastoral care and support to the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister;
		To discuss feedback from CSC with the Student/Supervised Minister. Communication will come from the Chair of CSC (or from a CSC member who is delegated to conduct the task) and go to the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister, with a copy for the Supervisor;

3.4.12	To highlight to CSC any additional aspects of personal development or training requirements which should be considered for the Student Minister/ Supervised minister, in the light of observation or at the request of the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister and/or church committee(s).


3.5 Mentor
All Student Ministers/ Supervised Ministers should have a Mentor, either lay or ordained from within or external to the Moravian Church, in place when beginning their first call to congregation service. The Student Minister can make his/or own choice of Mentor.


Conditions of Training

	The Student in training should understand and accept that the “Call System” is the way that Ministers are deployed in the British Province;  
	A Student in training or Student Minister must not take accept any preaching engagements without prior permission of PEC;
	All Students in training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers must get permission from the PEC before they continue, or take up, any office in any area of church life and accept any extra workload, outside of the prescribed training.



Preparation for Ordination as a Deacon
Discussion about ordination will normally be had between the Student Minister and PEC sometime during a probationary period of discernment (of no more than twelve months from the date of the Student Minister’s first Call) that is evidenced by satisfactory progress. Following this discussion, a decision about ordination to the Diaconate will be made by CSC who will make a recommendation to PEC. If ordination is agreed by PEC, then a Bishop will be asked to ordain the Student Minister at a time and place to be agreed with PEC, the Bishop and the Student Minister. If ordination is not agreed, the reasons will be conveyed in writing to the Student Minister via the PEC, and a written agreement will be negotiated in which any concerns will be made clear, and against which they can be evidenced as having been addressed within a reasonable and appropriate period of time (usually not more than one year from the time that the concerns have been raised in writing), after which a decision about ordination to the Diaconate will be made by CSC who will make a recommendation to PEC.


Post Ordination Training and Supervision
Following ordination as a Deacon, the Supervised Minister is still under the supervision of a Moravian Supervisor. Reports on the Supervised Minister’s work and development will still be made to CSC, and the Supervised Minister will be expected to continue with the completion of all the training modules and activities run by the Training Coordinator.


Preparation for Consecration as Presbyter
After a period of discernment of no more than eighteen months after ordination, and which is evidenced by satisfactory progress, PEC, in collaboration with CSC, will make a decision about consecration as a Presbyter. If this is agreed, then PEC will take a proposal to Synod that the Supervised Minister be consecrated as a Presbyter. Following adoption of this proposal by Synod, PEC and CSC discuss the arrangements for this service and ask a Bishop to consecrate the Supervised Minister. If consecration is not agreed, the concerns will be conveyed in writing to the Supervised Minister via PEC, and a written agreement will be negotiated in which any concerns will be made clear, and against which they can be evidenced as having been addressed within a reasonable and appropriate period of time (usually not more than two years from the time that the concerns have been raised in writing), after which PEC, in collaboration with CSC, will make a decision about consecration as a Presbyter. If this is agreed, then PEC will take a proposal to Synod that the Supervised Minister be consecrated a Presbyter.

The supervision responsibility of the CSC ends when the consecration resolution is passed by Synod.

Study Course for Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers)
A 3 year cycle of studies with Students in Training, Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers is to be undertaken at training activities and/or study days. A Bishop will normally be present at these training activities and/or study days.

Modules to be covered by the students/supervised ministers at these meetings are:
Module 1	Initial practical needs of ministry
Module 2	Worship in the congregation:  Initial needs for ministry
Module 3	Worship in the congregation:  Lovefeast, Holy Communion 
	and Cup of Covenant	
Module 4	Pastoral Concerns:  Visiting	
Module 5	Pastoral Concerns:  Funerals	
Module 6	Pastoral Concerns:  Baptism, confirmation, reception 
and membership	
Module 7	Pastoral Concerns:  Marriage	
Module 8 	The Book of Order:  The congregation, record keeping, 
the Church Committee and Financial Requirements 
Module 9	The Book of Order:  Annual Reports and Statistics and
	the Congregation Council
Module 10	The Book of Order:  The Provincial Synod
Module 11	The Book of Order:  The District, Province and Unity
Module 12	Legislation:  Child Protection Policy
Module 13	Legislation which affects the life and work of the congregation
Module 14	Ecumenical Relations
Module 15	Ordination and the ordained ministry

Procedure
The Training Coordinator will send out the appropriate materials to the Students/ Student Ministers/ Supervised Ministers and staff concerned one month before the meeting;
Students/ Student Ministers/ Supervised Ministers will do initial work on this and bring their written answers to the meeting;
	Teaching input on the subject will be given at the meeting by members of staff.

Modules to be covered by supervised ministers:
A further two-year cycle of studies is to be completed by Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers with their Moravian Supervisors during the first two years of a call to congregation service. This comprises the remaining modules of the Study Course. The following timetable is provided as a useful guide, although there will be individual variation as to the order in which these modules are studied depending on individual circumstances:
Module 16	Practical needs of ministry	 					1st term
Module 17	Worship in the congregation:				 	1st term
Module 18	Pastoral Concerns:  Visiting 					1st term
Module 19	Self-Appraisal – the first at the beginning of the 		3rd term
				  -  the second at the end of the 			5th term
Module 20	Moravian History:  15th- 21st centuries 	3rd term
Module 21 	Moravian History:  The local scene 	4th term
Module 22	Moravian History:  Customs and Practices 	5th term
Module 23	Involvement in the local community 	6th term

The Timetable for Student Ministers and Supervised Ministers

At the beginning of the first call to congregation service, the Student Minister meets with the PEC to discuss their work in the congregation and to outline what is expected of them in this first call, and to give them some background about the Congregation. At this meeting a copy of the Staff Handbook will be given to the Student Minister and issues such as holidays, days off, study leave and illness procedures will be discussed. At this meeting the Student Minister will be informed of his/her Moravian Supervisor and the relationship between them explained.

Supervision of the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister is then taken over by the Moravian Supervisor who has previously been appointed by CSC/PEC. The Training Coordinator still stays in touch with the Student Minister’s/ Supervised Minister’s training activities. The following is a guideline for the Moravian Supervisor who will produce two written reports a year for the CSC meetings in spring and autumn on the progress of the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister (using the recommended report format).

‘Term’ here is to be understood as one third of a year, i.e. January-April, May-August and September-December.


1st Term
The Moravian Supervisor may complete Modules 16 (practical needs of ministry), 17 (Worship in the congregation) and 18 (Pastoral Concerns:  Visiting in practice) of the Study Course with the Student Minister, and offer advice and support as necessary.
	The Moravian Supervisor may make at least one visit to observe the Student Minister conducting public worship and preaching, in order to assess his/her general competence, and should draw to the immediate attention of the CSC/PEC, and the person, any concerns regarding theological/ideological issues and communication skills.



2nd Term
The Moravian Supervisor may arrange a meeting with the Student Minister to review progress and then meet with the church committee(s) to cover areas marked with * in the Guidelines for Meetings with the Church Committee(s).
	In consultation with the CSC/PEC, the Moravian Supervisor should monitor any on-going problems.
	The Moravian Supervisor should highlight to CSC/PEC any additional aspects of personal development or training requirements considered necessary for the Student Minister, in the light of observation or at the request of the Student Minister and/or church committee(s).
	Four or five days of study leave may be taken during this period.



3rd Term
Ideally, the first self-appraisal (Module 19 of the Studies Course) should be completed with the Moravian Supervisor at the beginning of this period.
	Study course - Module 20 (Moravian History: 15th – 21st centuries) may be covered during this period with the Moravian Supervisor.

4th Term
Study course - Module 21 (Moravian History: The local scene) may be covered during this period with the Moravian Supervisor.
	The Moravian Supervisor will make a further visit to observe the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister conducting public worship and preaching, in order to monitor progress.
Four or five days of study leave may be taken during this period.


5th Term
The second self-appraisal (Module 19 of the Studies Course) may be completed with the Moravian Supervisor at the end of this period
	Study course - Module 22 (Moravian History: Customs and Practices) may be covered during this period with the Moravian Supervisor.

6th Term
Study course – Module 23 (Involvement in the local community) may be covered during this period with the Moravian Supervisor.
Any outstanding modules from the Study Course should be undertaken during this period. 
Four or five days of study leave may be taken during this period.
The Moravian Supervisor should highlight to the CSC/PEC any additional aspects of personal development or training requirements considered necessary for the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister.
	During this term the Moravian Supervisor will:
	Examine the congregation diary for the period;
	Attend Sunday worship in order to observe the student/supervised minister;
	Meet the church committee(s) to discuss the ministry of the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister, both alone and with the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister present, using all aspects of the Guidelines for Meeting(s) with the Church Committee(s).

7th Term
A final report is given by the Moravian Supervisor to the next meeting of the CSC.



Guidelines for Meeting(s) with the Church Committee(s)

Make a list of up to five duties you see as being most important in the work of your minister.   

	In which of these areas do you find your minister is especially effective?


*	3.   Do you think the minister’s priorities are right or are there some tasks,  
	which you see as an important part of a minister’s work, which are not 
	being done?

*	4.   Do you think the demands made on the minister by the congregation   
		and the province are too heavy?

	If there are differences of opinion or conflicts in committee or council 

	meetings, or in other areas of congregation life, are these handled 
	reasonably well?

*	6.	Does your minister communicate well:
		
	in the pulpit
	in keeping people informed about what is happening in the church
	in talking to individuals


	Do you think there is a shared ministry in this congregation?


	Could more members of the congregation be more fully involved?


	Is there any significant change of direction you would like to see in the life of the congregation in the coming year.


	Would you like to suggest any specific targets towards which the minister and the congregation should be working?



*	These items are to be discussed with the Moravian Supervisor during the meeting with the Church Committee(s) during the 2nd Term of the Student Minister’s call to congregation service.    

The whole Guidelines will form the basis for the Moravian Supervisor’s meeting with the Church Committee(s) during the 6th Term of the Student Minister/ Supervised Minister’s call to congregation service.








